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New Backup Generator Ensures Uptime
Beginning soon, R. L. Laughlin & Company
will have the dedicated use of a backup
power generator; all that remains is are the
final connections. Once operational, the
generator will ensure that RLLCO's main
office will remain fully operational even in
the case of lengthy power outages in the
surrounding area.
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RLLCO Matching Prices on Meter Runs
The Fab Shop would like the industry to
know that RLLCO will match any
competitor's pricing on custom meter runs.
For years, RLLCO's Fab Shop has been
building, transporting, and installing tailormade meter runs from its dedicated
fabrication facility. From raw tubing, we can
cut, weld, hone, mic, and test your custom
meter runs so they meet or exceed AGA
specifications (14.3 1985 edition). All
completed tubing is subjected to ultrasonic
testing, then cleaned and painted. To
request a quote on your project, contact
John Starcher at 304-201-2559.

Founder Ron Laughlin Retiring
R. L. Laughlin & Co. is announcing the retirement of Ron Laughlin from daily
operations. For forty years, Mr. Laughlin has taken a daily role in all activities at
the company. The past three years, he has been counseling, teaching, and
overseeing the placement of a new management team for the future. This
accomplished, he will be retiring immediately and passing all responsibility to
David Canterbury, Vice President and General Manager.

New Team Members

Kenny Yoder

Dave Tremba

Chad Zimmerman

Matt Buckner

Over the last two months, RLLCO has made several new hires in its Field Services
division. Kenny, Dave, and Chad join us as field technicians, doubling the number
of team members available for work in Ohio and Pennsylvania. They are all trained
and certified to perform meter installations, repairs, tests, and calibrations, as well
as gas analysis, dew point testing, and sample collection.

R. L. Laughlin & Co.,
Inc. is an Americanowned company.

Matt Buckner has come alongside Curtis Roberts in the Meter Shop, bringing his
expertise to the organization of shipping and receiving as well as parts inventory.
Paula McKown

Paula McKown is also a new member of our team, and joins us as an integrator
operator.
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